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Lamphun silk brocade has been the unique 
cultural heritage. It is a result of an intricate weaving 
process that requires expertise of a weaver. Lamphun 
silk brocade features a clearly visible bulging pattern 
from a “brocade” weaving technique which is  
created by lifting and lowering some threads to 
generate a bulging pattern. Gold and silver threads 
can also be additionally used in weaving, contributing 
to the uniqueness of this beautiful textile which is 
second to none. The cloth is therefore commonly 
used for dress making exclusively for important 
occasions, such as a wedding ceremony and a  
royal ceremony.  
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Identity that reflects wisdom 
and knowledge                                                                

Identity of Lamphun silk brocade is an exquisite 
pattern which is woven by a technique of lifting warp 
silk threads upward and downward alternately and 
inserting weft silk threads or gold threads to create a 
distinctive bulging pattern. A brocade pattern can be 
partially decorated with gold and silver threads or an 
entire pattern could be completely woven with gold 
and silver threads to enhance sparkle and luxurious 
look of the cloth. This technique features a unique 
identity of Lamphun silk brocade. 
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A term “Lift” reflects a way to weave this silk 
brocade by lifting silk threads while some silk threads 
are “suppressed” and a shuttle is inserted in between 
by lifting and suppressing some threads to generate a 
pattern. Extra silk threads are used in weaving Lamphun 
silk brocade to generate a “brocade” pattern. This is the 
art of weaving that is unlike other weaving techniques 
as it features full of delicate and beautiful patterns.

An important distinctive point of Lamphun 
silk brocade is a tactile and visible bulging pattern. 
Typical patterns of Lamphun silk brocade include a 
pattern of bullet wood flower, lamduan petal, Baites, 
star gooseberry and head of rice. Applied patterns 
are also featured, including a pattern of Pikulkrue, 
Pikul Cherng Yai, Pikul Thom Kaysorn, Pikul Lek, Pikul 
Yai, Pikul Somdet and Pikul Klom. They come in 

different sizes and designs of a flower and color of 
silk or gold threads. Moreover, other designs are 
added to complement a pattern of bullet wood 
flower, such as a petal, a branch, a leaf, pollen and 
added angles of a bullet wood flower.

In the past, initial patterns of Lamphun silk 
brocade originated from stucco found at ancient 
remains, such as a pattern of an orange jasmine and 
a pattern of a bullet wood which could be found 
at stucco at Wat Phra Yeun, or a pattern of angels, 
a pattern of plants, a pattern of Nak Kiew which can 
be found around the stupa of Queen Chamdhevi, 
at Chamdhevi Temple. Over the time, weavers have 
still preserved the identity of Lamphun silk brocade 
by mixing ancient patterns, such as a pattern of a 
bullet wood with other applied patterns.
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A Work Pattern that Reflects Weavers’ Knowledge 
and Skill  Lamphun silk brocade is woven using a local 
loom (a manual loom) which could be a traditional 
loom or an applied local loom. 

Weaving using a traditional local loom can be 
called weaving by putting up a topknot. This weaving 
technique does not employ a spool to stretch warp 
silk threads. Weavers are mostly those elderly  
persons who have woven textile for a long time and 
have had expertise in weaving so they can solve  
a problem of tangled silk threads or can extend 
broken silk and arrange silk threads rightly at a heddle. 
Unskilled weavers would produce loosely-woven, 
uneven silk cloth with an untidy pattern due to 
loose silk threads.

Weaving using an applied local loom is  
commonly practiced nowadays. A traditional local 
loom is applied by adding other equipment for 
convenience and to solve a problem of loose warp 

thread. It also helps prevent a problem of tangled silk 
threads. Added equipment includes a reel for warp 
threads, a prop for a reeling, a beater, a crossbeam for 
a heddle and a rolling stick to facilitate easier weaving. 
Flimsy silk threads can be extended easily as they 
are arranged more orderly. The woven cloth is smooth 
and tight thanks to constant and proper bumper.
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Background of Lamphun silk brocade

According to a lot of historical evidence, it has 
been indicated that silk brocade weaving in Lanna 
and Lamphun originated and has been developed 
from textile of “Tai Yuan” people, the main population 
of Lanna who were skilled at weaving Chok cloth. 
The technique was mixed with a brocade weaving 
process of Siamese royal court.

According to traditional culture of Tai Yuan in 
Lanna, women normally wear “pha sin”, which consists 
of 3 parts. The first part is around the waist which is 
a piece of white cloth connected with a piece of red cloth. 
It is called “Hua Sin” or a head part or a waist band. 
The next part around the hip down to the shin is called 
“Tua Sin” or a body part. It is commonly woven in 
horizontal stripes and decorated with various patterns, 
such as simply woven in alternate colors by spinning 
threads of two colors together. This is called in a local 
dialect as “Gai”. Sometimes it is woven in a bulging 
pattern by adding extra weft or extra warp. The lowest part 
of pha sin is called “Teen Sin” or a foot part. For a commonly 
used sin, this part is normally woven in plain black color. 
Mostly, it is woven as part of the same piece of Tua Sin. 
For a sin to be exclusively used in specially occasions, 
this part is woven separately. It is also exquisitely 
decorated with chok weaving. Especially a teen chok 

of noble people, it is commonly inserted with silver 
or gold silk thread (Mai Ngern and Mai Kam).

The combination of craftsmanship of the North 
and textile culture of the Central part as mentioned 
above originated from Princess Dara Rasmi, the daughter 
of King Inthawichayanon of Chiang Mai, the 7th Ruler 
of Chiang Mai, and Queen Thipkraisorn Rajadevi. She 
was one of the princess consorts of Chulalongkorn, 
King Rama V. She relocated to stay at the Grand Palace 
in Bangkok around 1908. She was bestowed a title as 
Princess Consort Dara Rasmi or Phra Racha Chaya Chao 
Dara Rasmi, the fifth royal consort.

Princess Dara Rasmi adhered to Lanna dressing 
culture, not following Siamese court style. She wore 
pha sin with long hair pulled up into a bun on the 
back of the head like Lanna ladies. When to  
fully dress up with decoration given by the king, 
according to the court order, ladies of the court 
wore gold brocade. She changed to wear an  
exclusively woven pha sin, which features a mixing 
characteristic of brocade of the Siamese court with 
Pha Sin Teen Chok Mai Kam according to traditional 
Lanna culture.
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King Rama V passed away in 1910. Then, in 1914 
Princess Dara Rasmi asked for permission from King 
Vajiravudh or King Rama VI to return to Chiang Mai.

She continued the art of brocade weaving in 
her own style which was not limited only in a residence 
of royalty in the north, but it spread over Lanna and 
achieved the most prosperity in Lamphun. This has 
been known as “Lamphun silk brocade” which has 
been famous in the country and abroad.

According to a book of a Lamphun vassal prince, 
Prince Chak Kam Kajornsak’s old palace, which was 
inherited from Prince Inthayongyoschote, was a wooden 
building with high space under a house. It was located 
in an area of over 4 rai. Many looms were placed in the 
space under a building for sin Teen Chok and brocade 
weaving. Weaving had been continued until the next 
generation, especially during the time of Princess 
Lamjiak Na Lamphun (1899 – 1960), a daughter of Prince 
Chak Kam Kajornsak. After getting married with M.C. 
(Mom Chao) Kiatprawat Kasemsunt, they constructed 
a 2-storey green European style building on the east side 
of the old palace. More than 100 looms were located 
in a weaving factory within a palace. Lamphun female 
royalty normally favored sin Teen Chok weaving. Hua sin 

(a head part) of the royalty featured simply woven 
cloth with no pattern. A body part was woven with gold 
silk threads in horizontal stripes. A Teen Chok (a foot 
part or hem band) was woven into various patterns 
with gold silk threads on red plain cloth. Once each 
part was completed, a head part, a body part and 
a foot part would then be connected each other.

Later, Princess Lamjiak learnt about brocade weaving 
from Princess Dara Rasmi in Chiang Mai. Then, she 
brought the weaving knowledge to continue further at 
Lamphun palace. Female weavers at the palace were 
from many villages, such as Ban Tha Kham, Ban Wieng Yong 
and Ban Thi. Some came to practice weaving at the 
palace. Once they became skillful, they got silk threads 
to weave at their own houses. Once finished, they 
submitted the work and got their wages. Princess Lamjiak 
oversaw all processes as well as initiated new patterns 
and defined perfect colors on the cloth. As for a consort 
of Prince Chak Kam Kajornsak, Princess Suanboon Na 
Lamphun, a daughter of Prince Ratchasamphanthawong 
and Princess Khamyon Na Lamphun, she was also 
into weaving of Sin Teen Chok and silk brocade. She 
always patronized weaving.
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Another person who continued weaving of Sin 
Teen Chok and silk brocade was Khunying Chaopongkaew 
Na Lamphun (1926 - 1991), a daughter of Chao Ratchabut 
(Prince Wongtawan Na Chiang Mai) of Chiang Mai. 
She was a daughter in law of Prince Chak Kajornsak, 
a ruler of Lamphun, and Princess Suanboon, a consort. 
Chaopongkaew established a weaving factory for Sin 
Teen Chok and brocade using a traditional loom in a 
palace of Princess Suanboon, (later this palace was 
inherited to Khunying Chaopongkaew). Chaopongkaew 
preserved ancient patterns and initiated new patterns 
as well as organized colors of threads. She took good 
care of weaving until she passed away in 1991. At 
present, her heiress, Khun Chaodararat Na Lamphun 
has given patronage for the weaving of Lamphun silk 
brocade. She donated a piece of land to Lamphun 
Provincial Administration Organization to set up 
Hariphunchai Hand Woven Fabric Institution. Brocade 
weaving using a traditional loom as well as exhibition 
is showcased. It has been open for institutions to 
make a study trip there. 

Once a railway from Bangkok to Chiang Mai 
was established, resulting in faster transportation, 
demand in silk and Lamphun silk brocade from 
Bangkok has increased accordingly, especially, after 
the Siamese revolution of 1932 onwards. The demand 
was not only from high society or royalty, hence, an 
investment was made to establish weaving factories 
to produce silk brocade for the market. Thus, silk 
brocade has become famous handicraft which has 
been practiced in almost every house. It has generated 
a lot of revenue to Lamphun. Important factories 
include:
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Princess Suanboon’s Palace Weaving Factory 
It was once a place for weaver traineeship for fabric 
use within a palace and to be sent to the royal court 
in Bangkok. Then, the product was made for sale as 
well. Khunyiing Chaopongkaew Na Lamphun passed 
on this heritage to her descendant. It has been a 
source of Lamphun silk brocade preservation that 
is still popular up to the present time.

Princess Lamjiak Na Lamphun Weaving Factory 
It has become Pikulkaew Market nowadays.

Aunty Khamwan Weaving Factory is situated 
on Thanon Rop Mueang, Lee Gate. The factory 
closed down already.

Aunty Fongkham Inthaphan Weaving Factory 
is situated on Wankham Road, to the south of the 
town hall. Nowadays, it is a small sized weaving factory.

Aunty Chandee Weaving Factory is located at 
Ban Luay, Nai Mueang Sub-district. The business is 
now operated by descendants.

Aunty Boonsri Boonyakiat Weaving Factory or 
Phongphan Shop is situated on Thanon Rop Mueang, 

Lee Gate. Now the shop is renamed to “Preechakiat 
Mai Thai”. It is well-known for trendy brocade patterns 
of which the products have been a highly marketable.

Grandmother Buaphan Notanonth Weaving 
Factory is situated in the backyard of a house. It 
closed down already.

Suwalee Weaving Factory is situated around 
Lee Gate, operating both weaving and selling of silk 
and cotton.

Pensiri Thai Silk Weaving Factory is a factory 
of brocade, lace. It is an important production source 
of Lamphun brocade nowadays. The weaving pro-
cess in a traditional way has been adjusted to fit 
with changing period which still focuses on beauty.

Aunty Nuankaew Weaving Factory is situated 
at Moo 1, Santonthong Sub-district, Lamphun-Pah 
Sang Road. It closed down already.

Aunty Channuan Kanjanakamol Weaving Factory 
is situated on Ratchawong Road, to the north of 
Lamphun city hall. It closed down already.
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Important weaving factories of Lamphun royalty 
include a factory of Princess Suanboon and Princess 
Lamjiak of which identity has been still preserved. 
The products have been still constantly sent over to 
the royal court in the capital city. During the prosperous 
time of Lamphun brocade, there was a competition 
for making a pattern. This helped promote the advance 
of handicraft of Lamphun brocade. 

During the time of Field Marshal Plaek  
Phibunsongkhram as a Prime Minister, he initiated and 
asked people to dress up with international clothes. 
Thus, women at that time turned to dress up with western 
attire and wore a hat. It was the time when a lot of 
textile was imported into Thailand but still it did not 
meet the demand because there were no weaving 
factories in Thailand yet. Therefore there was even 
more demand for Lamphun brocade, resulting the 
golden period of Lamphun brocade at that time.     

There was another important event that triggered 
further development of Lamphun brocade. In 1960, 
His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej and Her Majesty 
Queen Sirikit paid a royal visit to United States of 

America and Europe to enhance friendly relations 
with those countries. At that time, Her Majesty 
Queen Sirikit thought about costume that represents 
Thai identity by adapting history into fashion of the 
period. Therefore Thai royally bestowed dress was 
originated for various occasions, including Thai Ruean 
Ton traditional dresses or Thai Chakkraphat traditional 
dresses. Lamphun brocade was used for Thai royally 
bestowed dress making to be a model of Thai national 
costume that has been well-known worldwide. Therefore, 
Lamphun brocade weaving has been promoted. 
There has been a saying that the best and the most 
beautiful brocade is Lamphun silk brocade.
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Lamphun Brocade Weaving Process

At present, Lamphun silk brocade is normally 
woven with an applied loom that is adapted from a 
traditional one. Other equipment is added to a loom, 
such as a reel for warp thread, a prop for a reel, a beater, 
a crossbeam for a heddle and a rolling stick, etc. to 
facilitate weaving and to solve a problem of loose 
warp silk threads. Error in connecting broken silk 
thread is decreased as silk threads are arranged in 
a more tidy way. The woven cloth is smooth and 
tight thanks to constant and proper bumper. 

Kwak Fai: A tightening thread process is to prepare 
cotton. Put cotton in a Kuang (a thread container). 
Fix a Bakwak with Hang Hen. Draw cotton thread to 
tie it with Bakwak then use Mai Kwaeng to spin Bakwak 
around Hang Hen. Threads will draw Kuang to sway. 
Threads in a Kuang will move to be inside Bakwak.

Wone: It is a process to draw a line of cotton 
to prepare for warp cotton thread. Start from drawing 
cotton thread from Bakwak through a wooden rail and 
hang it at a hook. Draw 40 threads together for each 
round to count as 1 Lob. One pha sin employs 30 lobs. 
A set of this prepared cotton is called 1 krue hook.

Sueb Hook: This process is to put cotton that 
has been through Wone process into a loom. Spread 
the threads over and tie them with the reed of a 
loom. Each cotton thread is tied along all holes of 
the reed of a loom.

Khao Yam process: It is to string cotton thread 
together at 2 points for a cotton thread alternately 
with a nylon thread, on top and the lower part of 
all warp threads. This is to separate the warp upward 
and downward.

Keb Khao Dok: It is to design a desirable pattern. 
Unique patterns include a pattern of a bullet wood 
flower, Kaew Ching Duong patter, etc. Make a draft on 
graph paper first.
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Weaving Equipment
A loom
A manual or electrical silk thread winder
A reel for silk cloth (various patterns)
A shuttle
Rang Wone and a beater
Bobbins
Weaving threads, including cotton, silk and 

semi-synthetic fibers
Dyeing colors which can be divided into 2 types
- Natural color, mostly retrieved from various parts 

of plants, such as a core of jackfruit, rootstock of turmeric.
- Scientific color which is mixed through a scientific 

process, such as basic or cationic dye or acid dye.
model pattern
In the past, a pattern was referred from stucco 

at Chamdhevi Temple and other animal patterns. 
The patterns were also adapted by Princess Dara 
Rasmi. She introduced a pattern of figure of deva 
from the central part to teach to Lamphun people. 
This has become another identity of Lamphun  
brocade up to the present time.
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Weaving Process Using a Local Loom
Spin a roll of silk threads using an electrical 

reel to straighten the threads before putting in a  
silk tube.

Tidy threads that were through a spinning 
process in a tube of silk threads and make it ready 
for further weaving.

Prepare a loom. Put a reel that has a pattern 
defined into a loom. Put a tube of silk threads and 
silk thread into a shuttle.

Put a shuttle of silk threads into weaving with 
a loom according to a defined pattern. 

Start weaving with 7-centimeter-wide cloth 
to use in decorating hem and start weaving brocade 
according to a design. 

Lift Khao Dok Sod, insert Mai Lhab (Lhab stick) 
and pull it up. Pull a brocade stick up tightly every 
time. If it is not done constantly, a pattern will be 
ruined and will be of low quality.

Spout a shuttle, step on paddles below to 
make a heddle work.

Beat for 2-3 times. A weaver should be skilled 
at beating the beater of a loom to get beautiful and 
tight brocade that meets standard of brocade fabric.

Check quality and completeness at all  
spots. For example, brocade that has a mistake  
in weaving usually reflects double flowers. Check 
for correctness of a pattern and tightness of the 
woven fabric. 

Check the width and the length to ensure  
it is up to a standard. A skirt is normally measured 
at 1 meter wide, 1.80 meters long while silk brocade 
is measured at 1 meter wide and 2.8 meters wide.
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has history and enjoyed a certain reputation for a 
long period of time. It features specific beauty and 
has been a product reflecting local wisdom. Even 
though nowadays brocade weaving has been carried 
out in many places, if it is not produced in Lamphun, 
it cannot be called “Lamphun silk brocade”. 

Department of Intellectual Property announced 
that Lamphun silk brocade is “the first silk” that has 
been Geographical Indication (GI) registered in Thailand 
in October 2007.  

At present, Lamphun is a center of important 
brocade weaving of Thailand. Lamphun silk brocade 
has still been popular because its fabric is suitable 
to wear in a royal ceremony or any ceremonies that 
represent Thai identity or even in fashionable costume. 
This has been a competitive advantage of woven 
fabric handicraft of the country.

From Local Skill to 
Be Geographical Indications

Thanks to special features of Lamphun silk 
brocade, Lamphun Provincial Administration  
Organization registered it for Geographical Indication: 
GI which is a name or a sign used on products which 
corresponds to a specific geographical location  
or origin. 

To achieve a GI sign, it had to go through 
criteria for consideration. For example, the product 
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